Next Generation Platform
For IT Automation & Orchestration
A force multiplier for IT and security operations

Experience the Next Generation of IT Automation
Ayehu acts as a force multiplier, driving efficiency through a simple and powerful web-based IT automation and
orchestration platform for IT and security operations. Ayehu helps enterprises, managed service providers (MSPs)
and managed security service providers (MSSPs) save time on manual and repetitive tasks, accelerate mean time
to resolution, and maintain greater control over IT infrastructure. As a web-based, agentless platform, Ayehu is
easily deployed, allowing you to rapidly automate tasks and processes, across disparate solutions and systems.

Simple

Easy to use workflow designer enables rapid adoption and time-to-value, with an
extensive pre-built library of activities and end-to-end customizable templates.

Easy to Use and operate

scalable
High Availability & Scalability

Integrated
Interoperability Across IT and Security
Solutions

Deployed at major enterprises, supporting thousands of business processes, Ayehu
effortlessly scales to support organizations with a significantly high volume of
incidents, workflows and activities. Ayehu can be deployed on-premise and in private
and public clouds.

Extends and unifies comprehensive workflow automation across disparate systems
and applications, through out-of-the-box integration packs with IT and security solutions and services, including McAfee ESM, ServiceNow, SolarWinds, and more.

proprietary, sophisticated machine learning algorithms, Ayehu provides
Intelligent Leveraging
decision support via suggestions to optimize your workflows and dynamically
Machine Learning Driven Decision Support

create rule-based recommendations, insights and correlations.

Trusted by over 130 businesses
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How it Works
Ayehu helps reduce labor-intensive manual IT and security tasks and processes, providing an intuitive automation
platform that automates key processes such as system, network, security incident investigation and remediation
playbooks, and application tasks. You maintain full control, by embedding human decision points within workflows.
Using bi-directional communication steps, you can remotely control the advancement or execution of any step
within a process, such as restarting a server. Remote communication can be performed via SMS, IM, email, phone, or
Chat-bot.

Two-Way
Interactive
Communication:
SMS
IM
Email
Phone
Chat-bot
Ayehu Workflow Designer

Key Features & Benefits

Get work done while you sleep with
the Workflow Scheduler, allowing
you to execute non-critical tasks
outside business hours.

Receive alerts for selected events
to enable remote control of
incidents.

Associate workflows with
keywords through Tags to quickly
search and return commonly used
workflows.

Rollback changes to workflows, with
Version Control, allowing you, to
review, compare, and revert to
previous versions if necessary.

View the Audit Trail, displaying
the logged details of each workflow executed (time, activity,
status, result, etc.).

Easily set Workflow Permissions,
ensuring proper access levels to
team members.
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Seamless Integrations
Extends and unifies comprehensive workflow automation across disparate systems and applications, through
out-of-the-box integration packs with IT and security solutions and services.
Monitoring Systems
IT Service Managment

Messaging & Notiﬁcation

Cyber Security

Operating System or Environment

“

Our flow delivery has been streamlined and is much faster and easier than ever before. Some of
our workflows have been created in just minutes – a far cry from the hours of painstaking work they
used to take. Because workflow creation is faster, my team is saving time, which results in a
marked increase in efficiency. Delivery quality has also improved, because logging is more
detailed than before. We can now trace and find workflow bugs and fix them in real-time.
System Team Leader, Ness Technologies

How Ayehu Helps You
IT Operations/NOC
Be agile. Put manual, repetitive tasks on auto-pilot

Security Operations
Improve security incident response times and reduce risk

Managed Service Providers

Reduce downtime and do more with less

Ayehu helps organizations deliver superior SLA performance by automating manual, repetitive tasks and orchestrating workflows between critical
IT systems in one, unified IT automation platform.

Ayehu helps organizations automate the ever-expanding complexity of
cybersecurity operations and incident response. With Ayehu, organizations improve incident response time and overall SOC effectiveness by
automating incident response playbooks.
If you’re like most MSPs, you know all too well the pressure of finding new
ways to do more with less, keep up with SLAs and reduce costs. Ayehu
provides a comprehensive, unified platform from which to centrally
manage, automate, and support your service delivery.
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